Decision of Seventh Congress of WPK Adopted
A decision "On the review of the work of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of
Korea" was adopted at the thirdday meeting of the Seventh Congress of the Workers' Party
of Korea (WPK) held on May 8.
The decision accepted the report on the review of the work of the Party Central Committee
made by the respected Comrade Kim Jong Un as the immortal banner which indicated the
bright road for the WPK and the developing revolution and a great programme that paved
the path to be taken by the Juche revolution for all ages and fully supported and approved it.
The Seventh Congress of the WPK expressed the steadfast resolution to accelerate the
victory of the cause of modeling the whole society on Kimilsungism and Kimjongilism,
national reunification and the cause of global independence under the guidance of Kim Jong
Un, holding President Kim Il Sung and leader Kim Jong Il as the eternal leaders of the WPK
in high esteem. It went on:
We will push forward the work of modeling the whole society on Kimilsungism and
Kimjongilism to strengthen the political, military and economic might in every way.
All the fields will thoroughly implement the behests of the great leaders and strengthen the
WPK, the state and army into those of Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il forever.
We will consolidate the position of the political and military power and fly the flag of victory
on the eminence of the scientific and technological power, an economic giant and a highly
civilized nation.
We will take the general line of socialist construction and the principle of selfdevelopment as
the constant strategic line, win a great victory in building a thriving socialist nation and
successfully realize the historic cause of modeling the whole society on Kimilsungism and
Kimjongilism.
We will make a new leap forward in the development of the country's science and
technology, open up an era prospering with science and bring about a revolutionary turn in
socialist construction in a short span of time.
We will work out the phased strategy for the national economic development in a scientific
and realistic manner and carry it out without fail and carry through the fiveyear strategy for
the state economic development from 2016 to 2020 for the present.
We will accelerate the building of a highly civilized socialist country and thus bring up all the
people to be able men for the socialist construction with profound knowledge and cultural
attainments, and provide them with conditions and environment for leading a wealthy and a
highly civilized life to their heart's content.
We will accept it as the general duty to be held fast to in army building to model the entire
army on KimilsungismKimjongilism and thoroughly implement it.
We stand for national reunification by federal formula and will make every possible effort for
peace and reunification. But if the south Korean authorities opt for a war, persisting in the
unreasonable "unification of social systems", we will turn out in the just war to mercilessly
wipe out the antireunification forces and achieve the historic cause of national reunification,
longcherished desire of all the Koreans.
We will make positive efforts to ensure durable peace on the Korean peninsula and reunify
the country by federal formula under the banners of national independence and great

national unity and thus build an independent and prosperous reunified country, the common
desire of all Koreans, as soon as possible.
We will regard the idea of independence, peace and friendship as the steadfast guidelines of
our external activities, develop the good neighborly, friendly and cooperative relations with
those countries which respect the sovereignty of the DPRK and remain friendly to it, and
strive for regional peace and security and global independence.
The WPK and the DPRK government will take to the invariable path of independence,
Songun and socialism no matter how the situation and relationship with neighboring
countries may change, and play a vanguard role as the defender of independence and
justice in the struggle for global independence.
We will wage a vigorous struggle to put a definite end to the danger of a nuclear war,
imposed by the U.S., with a powerful nuclear deterrence and defend the regional and global
peace.
We will consistently take hold on the strategic line of simultaneously pushing forward the
economic construction and the building of nuclear force and boost selfdefensive nuclear
force both in quality and quantity as long as the imperialists persist in their nuclear threat and
arbitrary practices.
As a responsible nuclear weapons state, the DPRK will not use a nuclear weapon first
unless its sovereignty is encroached upon by hostile aggression forces with nukes, as it had
already declared, and it will faithfully fulfill its commitment to nuclear nonproliferation it made
to the international community, and strive for the denuclearization of the world.
The WPK and the DPRK government will get united and cooperate with all the countries and
nations aspiring after independence and loving justice, irrespective of differences in ideology
and social system, and improve and normalize the relations with those countries that respect
the sovereignty of the DPRK and are friendly towards it, though they had been hostile toward
it in the past.
We will steadily develop the WPK into the party of Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il and increase
its leadership role in every way and thus bring about a fresh turn in the historic struggle for
modeling the whole society on KimilsungismKimjongilism.
The WPK would lead with confidence our people's revolutionary struggle and construction
work along the road of victory, holding Kim Jong Un in high esteem at the top post of the
Juche revolution.
The Seventh Congress of the WPK expressed the belief that the entire party and all the
people would get firmly united around Kim Jong Un and courageously wage the general
offensive and general charge for the development of the party, accomplishment of the
socialist cause, independent reunification of the country and global independence under the
revolutionary banner of KimilsungismKimjongilism.

